FITA ARROWHEADS

BROWN

GREEN

GREY

BLACK

WHITE

SILVER

GOLD

Listed below are the scores required for the various FITA Arrowheads shot over the minimum
24 Target Marked or Unmarked rounds (scored out of 432) in registered FITA Arrowhead field events.

RECURVE (Sighted) (Red Pegs/*Cadets Blue)
ARROWHEAD
* Green
* Brown
Grey
Black
White
Silver
Gold

MEN
219
244
265
291
313
338
350

WOMEN
196
227
249
279
302
323
339

BAREBOW RECURVE (Blue Pegs/*Cadets Yellow)
ARROWHEAD
* Green
* Brown
Grey
Black
White
Silver
Gold

MEN
191
230
250
273
294
316
335

WOMEN
182
198
226
250
275
299
312

COMPOUND (Red Pegs/*Cadets Blue)
ARROWHEAD
* Green
* Brown
Grey
Black
White
Silver
Gold

MEN
292
313
331
351
371
389
399

WOMEN
275
301
318
338
357
377
388

* ARROWHEADS FOR CADET ARCHERS:
Using these tables, Cadet archers shooting their specific
round in the Green Arrowhead score range may claim a
Green Arrowhead. A score of Brown Arrowhead level or
higher means that the archer is eligible to claim a Brown
Arrowhead. This also applies to our Intermediate sighted
archers shooting from Blue pegs and Intermediate and
Cub barebow recurvers shooting from Yellow pegs. No
Arrowheads higher than Brown may be claimed unless
the athlete is shooting the Open rounds.

There are 2 ways of acquiring FITA Arrowheads:

1. A FITA Arrowhead may be claimed if the archer has shot the required score in a World Archery (WA) Registered
event. The claiming process varies depending on the RGB and the event so please check with the event
organiser or RGB Recorder. Arrowheads cost $7.50 each except for the high level Silver and Gold ones which
are free.
2.

Archers may at any time choose to purchase lower level Arrowheads if they hold an Arrowhead higher than the
ones they want to purchase. Requests are to be made through your RGB Recorder and there are no time limits.
The AA Recorder will check the AA Awards database to ensure the higher one is held and send the Arrowheads
requested and an invoice for $7.50 per Arrowhead to the RGB Recorder.

Only one Arrowhead of each colour may be awarded to an archer even if shot with two bow types or over several age
divisions as there is no difference in the awards unlike the situation with the differing recurve and compound FITA Stars.
Claims for Silver and Gold Arrowheads are individually processed by WA from claims made to WA by the AA Recorder on
behalf of the archer The AA Recorder will hold stocks of the lower level Arrowheads.
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FITA STARS

1000

1100

1200

1300

1350

1400

1000

1100

COMPOUND

1200

1300

1350

1400

RECURVE

FITA Stars are available for archers using recurve or compound bows in registered FITA Star events and they must be:
Men shooting a FITA 90/1440 Round (90m, 70m, 50m, 30m)
Women shooting a FITA 70/1440 Round (70m, 60m, 50m, 30m)
FITA Stars are for scores of 1000 (white), 1100 (black), 1200 (blue), 1300 (red), 1350 (gold) and 1400 (purple). The Gold
FITA Star on a coloured circular background is the Compound Star, whereas for recurve the 1000 one is just the gold
star, and the higher ones are on a shield of the relevant colour.
There are 2 ways of acquiring FITA Stars:

1. A FITA Star may be claimed if the archer has shot the required score in a World Archery (WA) Registered event.
The claiming process varies depending on the RGB and the event so please check with the event organiser or
RGB Recorder. Stars cost $7.75 each except for the high level 1350 and 1400 ones which are free.
2.

Archers may at any time choose to purchase lower level FITA Stars if they hold a FITA Star higher than the ones
they want to purchase. Requests are to be made through your RGB Recorder and there are no time limits. The
AA Recorder will check the AA Awards database to ensure the higher one is held and send the Stars requested
and an invoice for $7.75 per Star to the RGB Recorder.

An archer may claim only one of each FITA Star, but as the recurve and compound stars are considered different awards
archers may claim both the recurve and compound FITA Stars if they shoot both bow types.
Claims for 1350 and 1400 FITA Stars are individually processed by WA from claims made to WA by the AA Recorder on
behalf of the archer, whereas the AA Recorder will hold stocks of the lower level FITA Stars.

SILVER FITA STARS
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1400
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1300

1350
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RECURVE

Silver FITA Stars follow the same rules but are only for recurve and compound archers competing in the Cadet or Master
categories with:
Cadet Boys and Master Men shooting a FITA 70/1440 Round (70m, 60m, 50m, 30m)
Cadet Girls, Master and Veteran Women shooting a FITA 60/1440 Round (60m, 50m, 40m, 30m)
The Silver FITA Stars are identical to the FITA Stars except that any gold colouring on the FITA Stars is replaced by
silver. Archers already holding an award of a higher level as described above may purchase lower level Stars.
Archers who are able to claim Silver FITA Stars for the round they shoot may only claim 800 and 900 Australian Stars if
they shoot the relevant lower scores, though may purchase them if holding higher Silver FITA Stars.

FITA TARGET AWARDS
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WHITE

BLACK

BLUE

RED

GOLD

PURPLE

FITA Target Awards are available for archers using recurve or compound bows in
registered World Archery (WA) events, and shooting the following scores for the appropriate round:
Event
FITA 70/720 (122cm face)
FITA 50/720 (Compound)
Half FITA**
FITA 60/900 Round
FITA 25m Indoor
FITA 18m Indoor

White
500
500
500
750
500
500

Black
550
550
550
800
525
525

Blue
600
600
600
830
550
550

Red
650
650
650
860
575
575

Gold
675
675
675
875
585
585

Purple
700
700
700
890
595
595

** Half FITA is 18 arrows at each distance over the round required for a FITA Star by that archer,
a FITA 90m Round for men and a FITA 70m Round for women.

There are 2 ways of acquiring FITA Target Awards:

1. A FITA Target Award may be claimed if the archer has shot the required score in a WA Registered event. The
claiming process varies depending on the RGB and the event so please check with the event organiser or RGB
Recorder. Target Awards cost $4.50 each except for the high level Gold and Purple ones which are free.
2.

Archers may at any time choose to purchase lower level Target Awards if they hold a Target Award higher than
the ones they want to purchase. Requests are to be made through your RGB Recorder and there are no time
limits. The AA Recorder will check the AA Awards database to ensure the higher one is held and send the Target
Awards requested and an invoice for $4.50 per Target Award to the RGB Recorder.

Claims for Gold and Purple Target Awards are individually processed by WA from claims made to WA by the AA
Recorder on behalf of the archer, whereas the AA Recorder will hold stocks of the lower level Target Awards.

SILVER FITA TARGET AWARDS

WHITE

BLACK

BLUE

RED

GOLD

PURPLE

Silver FITA Target Awards are available only for archers competing in the Cadet or Master categories using recurve or
compound bows in registered FITA events, and shooting the following scores for the appropriate round:
Event
FITA 60/720 Round
Half FITA**

White
500
500

Black
550
550

Blue
600
600

Red
650
650

Gold
675
675

Purple
700
700

** Half FITA is 18 arrows at each distance over the round required for a Silver FITA Star by that archer;
a FITA 70/1440 Round for men and a FITA 60/1440 Round for women.

The Silver FITA Target Awards are the same as the FITA Target Awards except that any gold background colour on the
FITA Target Awards is replaced by silver. Only one Award of any colour will be issued regardless of the round for which it
is obtained. Cadet and Master archers may claim the usual FITA Target Awards for the other available rounds.

AA AUSTRALIAN STARS
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Australian Stars are available for all archers shooting in a registered FITA Star event, but over a round or using
equipment that makes them ineligible to claim FITA Stars or Silver FITA Stars. Those archers shooting rounds for which
either FITA Star is claimable may claim an 800 or 900 Australian Star if their score is between 800 and 999.
Please note that the ‘designated round’ mentioned below is the one listed in Chapter 3 of the AA Rule Book for that age
group and bow type to shoot at the AA National Championships. The following may therefore claim Australian Stars:
1. Compound and Recurve
Open, Junior, Cadet and Master archers shooting their designated round and scoring between 800 and 999
Veteran Women shooting a FITA 60/1440 Round and scoring between 800 and 999
Veteran Men shooting a FITA 60/1440 Round
Intermediate archers shooting an Intermediate
Cub archers shooting a Horsham
2. All Barebow Recurve archers shooting their designated rounds
3. All Barebow Compound archers shooting their designated rounds
4. All Longbow archers shooting their designated rounds
5. All Crossbow arbalists shooting an Australian 960 round
*****
LEVEL OF CLAIMABLE AUSTRALIAN STARS
Compound and Recurve may claim from 800 upwards in increments of 100 but including 1350
Barebow may claim from 800 upwards in increments of 100
Longbow may claim from 600 upwards in increments of 100
Crossbow Stars are green and are available for 750, 800, 830, 860, 890, 920

There are 2 ways of acquiring Australian Stars:

1. An Australian Star may be claimed if the archer has shot the required score in a WA Registered event. The
claiming process varies depending on the RGB and the event so please check with the event organiser or RGB
Recorder. Stars cost $7.75 each except for the high level 1350 and 1400 ones which are free.
2.

Archers may at any time choose to purchase lower level Stars if they hold a Star higher than the ones they want
to purchase. Requests are to be made through your RGB Recorder and there are no time limits. The AA
Recorder will check the AA Awards database to ensure the higher one is held and send the Stars requested and
an invoice for $7.75 per Star to the RGB Recorder.

Archers achieving FITA Stars may purchase lower level Australian Stars relevant to their bow type.
All Australian Stars are held by the AA Recorder, and are awarded on verification of the criteria being met.

AA CLASSIFICATION MEDALS
Second
Third
January 2012

First

MB

GMB

TARGET / INDOOR

FIELD

CLOUT

PLEASE NOTE: Classification award levels and requirements are currently under review so
there may be changes to this document soon.
The Classification Medals are diamond in shape:
Target/Indoor 2nd and 3rd class:
Target/Indoor 1st class:
Target/Indoor Master Bowman:
Target/Indoor Grand Master Bowman:
Field levels are all the same:
Clout levels are all the same:

Bronze with white insert for Target and grey insert for Indoor
Black with white insert for Target and grey insert for Indoor
Blue with white insert for Target and grey insert for Indoor
Gold with white insert for Target and grey insert for Indoor
Black and white target on silver background with white insert
Yellow clout on silver background with white insert

Archers and arbalists are able to achieve the following classification levels:
Third Class
Second Class
First Class
Master Bowman (MB)
Grand Master Bowman (GMB)
for each of Target, Indoor, Field, Clout and Flight (AA Rules 4.2.1). The details are set out in Chapter 4 of the AA Rule
Book, and need to be read in full there as it is a complex procedure, but a few points to note are listed below.
Frequency: Third, second and first class awards are one-off achievements, but Master and Grand Master Bowman are
awarded annually. Medals for the first three levels simply state the level achieved, while for Master and Grand Master
Bowman levels the year is indicated on the medal insert.
Claiming: Third, second and first class awards are held by club recorders and are issued to the archers who have met
the criteria stipulated by AA. The club recorder must make MB and GMB claims, and forward them with scorecards to
their RGB Recorders who verify and sign that the claims meet the requirements. The completed claim form only will then
be sent to the AA Recorder who will check the claims, issue the awards, and note them on the AA Awards database.
Event round: For all MB and GMB awards at least one of the three rounds submitted must have been shot at an ‘event’.
Ranking rounds sanctioned by RGB’s are considered an ‘event’ if members from more than one club are competing, as of
course are other open tournaments. (AA Rules 7.4, Outdoor Target 4.2.3.2, Indoor 4.2.4.2, Field 4.2.5.2, Clout 4.2.6.2).
The ‘event’ round shall be at least the same as required to be shot at the National Championships by that
archer’s/arbalist’s age/bow division. The 3 rounds shall be shot between January 1 and December 31 of the same year.
Target MB and GMB claims: Two of the rounds shot can be 100+ arrow (AA Rules 4.2.3), 90+ bolts (AA Rule 15.6.3.2)
rounds which may be shot at a tournament or club shoot, and shall include at least 30 arrows at the distances shown in
tables 4.2.3.3. The ‘event’ round shall still be at least the National Championship target round shot by that archer.

OTHER AA MEDALS
All Gold and Perfect Ten medals
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Perfect Ten

All Gold

GOLD – National and World
Ranking Events

Perfect Ten

All Gold

SILVER – State Events

Perfect Ten

All Gold

BRONZE – Club Events

Medals for achieving either six arrows in the gold (9s and 10s) or all six arrows in the 10 on one end are available for
regular shooting distances. The medals are available in 3 colours and are able to be purchased for the following events
with an insert showing the distance over which the arrows were shot. The archer usually indicates on their scorecard if
they wish to claim one or more of these medals.
Bronze Medals for club events
Stocks of these medals can be held by individual clubs and awarded at that club recorder’s discretion on evidence of a
correctly completed scorecard.
Silver Medals for State Championship events
RGB Recorders can hold stocks of these medals and the medals are only available when the scores are shot at an event
at which a state title is decided. The RGB Recorder will require the evidence of a correctly completed scorecard before
awarding the medal claimed.
Gold Medals for National Championship and major events
Stocks of these medals are held by the AA Recorder and may also be held by a Nationals Organising Committee for the
duration of their event. These medals are only available for purchase by archers meeting the requirements while
competing at an Australian National Championship, FITA World Championship or FITA World Ranking Event. They may
be claimed from the AA Recorder once the Championship event is over via their RGB Recorder, or on submission of a
scorecard or suitable witness from a World Ranking Event.
Please note that when 3 arrow ends are shot the ‘end’ required for one of these awards needs to be equivalent to the 6
arrows shot in 6 arrow ends. This means arrows 1 - 6, 7 - 12, 13 - 18 etc of a range, not arrows 4 - 9 or 16 - 21 etc.
Inserts are available for the following distances in meters:
122cm target face:
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 70, 90,
80cm target face:
20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60 (indicated by an ‘M’ under the number)
Indoor targets:
18, 25 (number on a grey background instead of white)
Clout:
100, 125, 145, 165, 180

Field Pins

Field All Gold Pin

Field Perfect Pin

Field 20 Pin

Stocks of these pins may be held by RGB Recorders and individual clubs, and awarded by the Club Recorder once
evidence of the required score is provided. The pins are the same whether claimed for a club shoot or a tournament and
are available for purchase by the archer for $5.00 each.
Field All Gold Pins: For a FITA Field Round when the 3 arrows on the one target are all in the gold scoring 5s or 6s.
Field Perfect Pin: For a FITA Field Round when the 3 arrows on the one target are all in the 6 ring, scoring 18.
Field 20 Pins: For other rounds where 4 arrows are shot per target and the maximum possible score of 20 on one target
is achieved.
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